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ABSTRACT 
 

Seawater is an abundant resource that could play an indispensable role in many applications involving 
electrical conductivity, monitoring security, improved battery power efficiency, and as an antenna 
transmitter and receiver. Thus in certain circumstances seawater could serve a useful purpose for service 
providers when other materials are unavailable. The study assesses the comparative strengths and 
weaknesses of different underwater techniques for creating a large-scale practical utilization while the 
contribution is to offer a computation method when considering seawater connectivity.  The objective of the 
comprehensive investigation is to examine the signal behaviour for underwater communication to give a 
remarkable way for developing the new upcoming technology era, particularly in terms of water 
communication technology. A significant result shows the parameters of the permittivity, salinity, and 
frequency could notably affect the underwater communication techniques in terms of signal magnitude, 
phase, and delay rate. The higher frequency leads to more fluctuation in magnitude, while degradation 
begins after 10 KHz and shows more slope gradient after 100 KHz in the signal phase, added to the notable 
delay rate that would start after 100 Hz severely. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Water covers around 71 percent of the earth’s 
surface and provides great life benefits such as 
transportation, food supply, and natural resources. 
Different significant applications based on seawater 
could cause concern globally and would mark the 
start of a new era for industrial, scientific, and 
military applications, in addition to navigation and 
monitoring. Peculiarities of seawater 
communication would serve various sectors and 
provide significant solutions for wide society 
systems via abundant resources [1].  

However, to accommodate seawater 
communication and get full advantages, the water 
composition should be aware enough to contribute 
the approach including a new revolution technology 
such as IoT in the upcoming generation. Incorporate 
various engineering aspects must be considered 
when tackling seawater connectivity. Hence, 
studying the chemical parameters 
electromagnetically could offer a way to reach 
seamlessly, accurately, and scientifically [2][3].  

Seawater is free and abundant water types that 
can distinguish by the specific composition 

characteristics such as salinity which is play an 
indispensable role in terms of water communication 
through conducting the signal behaviour.  

Different studies exposed the seawater 
connections to contribute the research, for example, 
the author in [1] proposed the software-defined 
underwater network but the hardware complexity 
considers the main drawback from an architecture 
perspective. However, the Media Access Control 
(MAC) is critical to compliance multiple nodes at 
the same time, while the limited bandwidth in 
FDMA and long-time guards in TDM are not 
suitable for underwater acoustic communication 
due to bandwidth limitations. Another proposal in a 
seawater communication that worked in solar 
panels to harvest the power [4], but the study needs 
to improve in terms of energy harvesting through 
follow a recent trend such as polymer 
characteristics to gain more electrical power in 
addition to respect water types. Extremely coverage 
for the future connections applications across 6G 
has been proposed in [5] utilizing the underwater 
communication Tier via IoT technology, but due to 
neglecting the water composition and affected 
parameters, the study gives a sound to enhancement 
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requirement. Continuously with the previous 
studies, the author in [6] presented underwater 
optical communication to conduct others but the 
high maintenance cost added to the expensive with 
extra modulator requirement want to consider 
significantly. Also, another study suggested 
evaporation and elevation duct behaviour for the 
seawater communication [7][8] but the chemical 
water composition such as salinity clearly affected 
the results electromagnetically with the care of 
water type at various areas. Even from chemical 
aspect, the author at [9] offer an interesting result 
via analyzed the water properties using weight gain 
method to improve biocomposite in commercial 
acceptability.  

Generally, the consideration of the underwater 
studies could be divided into communication relies 
on the three schemes; Acoustic, Electromagnetic, 
and Optical communication, and for a holistic 
investigation, the next section will discuss each one 
briefly from the seawater perspective to improve 
the connection and expand the knowledge range 
added to fill the gap of the researchers that have 
been attracted to explore their potential on seawater 
communication. The paper aims to investigate the 
effective seawater parameter such as salinity to 
push different aspects of marine communication as 
considered crucial to the upcoming era of 
technology development, because up to now not 
been thoroughly investigated as simplified 
assumptions need to be validated with high respect 
to water composition. The following section 
describes the techniques of seawater 
communication systems and emphasized 
advantages and drawbacks while the impact of 
seawater on communication will mention in section 
three, section four will discuss the results and the 
last section demonstrated the conclusion and 
recommendation of the study. 

 

2. SEAWATER COMMUNICATION 
TECHNIQUES  

      Comprehensively the seawater connection is 
relatively limited due to the fact of low bandwidth 
and the notable noise added to the inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) which all clearly affects the 
transmitting data in seawater [10][11]. However, as 
aforementioned the seawater communication 
techniques are mainly divided into three types, the 
first one is Acoustic under the reputed technique 
the Sound Navigation And Ranging (Sonar), which 
is simply defined as a method that uses sound 
propagation in the underwater environment to 
communicate as well as to detect objects [12]. It 

has several different ways to work based on its two 
types, Active and Passive. The active sonar 
technology is based on sending sound in direction 
and then waiting for the echo, and according to the 
sound time in sending and receiving that would 
help to determine the object. Whereas the Passive 
sonar is built on listening after sounds and hence 
cannot detect the object unless it is used in 
conjunction with other devices [13]. Ordinarily, the 
sound pulses are reflected after being recorded and 
processed for valuable purposes with the assistance 
of different antenna types that could play a vital 
role when dealing with the signal in terms of 
wavelength, which is calculated in a vacuum as λ = 
c / f where c is the speed of light. In contrast, the 
seawater as affected by the relative permittivity ԑr 
and relative permeability µr [14]. Thus, the speed of 
light from vacuum to seawater could be expressed 
by: 

C seawater = C / √𝜀 µ                       (1) 
 

λ = C seawater /  f                         (2) 
Then 

λ = C / √𝜀 µ   f                      (3) 
 

The seawater composition chemically should be 
respected to offer a flawless system that would 
communicate electromagnetically. 
 Although, the sonar system under the seawater has 
some drawbacks when needing to deal with the 
real-time processes and notable broadband due to 
the high latency and low data rate without any link 
security, despite it could consider a long-range 
connection. Whereas to design antennas for 
seawater, significantly to understand the effect of 
the conductivity σ, on the antenna material with 
attention to the seawater types [15][16]. Figure 1 
shows the simple sonar system under seawater   
 

 
Figure 1. Sonar System Under Seawater 

 
The second method to communicate under the 
seawater is through electromagnetic waves via 
radio frequency RF spectrum [15]. By way of 
various frequencies band, the transmitter could 
radiate the single in seawater medium, but despite 
that one of the main challenges the fact that is 
increasing the frequency would lead to an increase 
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the attenuation according to the scattering and 
absorption phenomenon. The seawater propagation 
is totally different from the air but also the water 
composition plays a crucial role in terms of 
conductivity aspect.  
Also, the water electric properties which are 
represented in permittivity in correlation with 
conductivity would give strong sound to investigate 
the seawater communication chemically to achieve 
the connection seamlessly. The figure 2 shows the 
signal radiates from different devices while the next 
equation describes the powerful relation between 
the permittivity and conductivity chemically which 
is offer unprecedented benefits in water 
communication electromagnetically.  
 

                      𝜀 =  𝜀 − 𝑗60𝜎                    (4) 
 

Equation 4 considers the key to solution the salt 
seawater conductivity as well as connection cross 
the water medium.  

While to identify a more valuable contribution, 
the relation between salinity ϕ via the conductivity 
σ to give a remarkable sound and accommodate a 
wide range of different seawater environments 
when considering an electromagnetic wave 
communication [17][18]. 

 

𝜎 =  0.001 ∗ 𝑒 . .                 (5) 
 

Then equation 4 will be  
 

ԑ = 𝜀 − 𝑗0.060𝑒 . .         (6) 

The comprehensive equation 6 would consider an 
enormous role that could be fundamental in 
seawater communication in terms of signal 
behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 2. EM Signal Radiation Under Seawater 
 

The third method of seawater communication is 
Optical which is considered a real way to overcome 
the acoustic and electromagnetic via providing high 
bandwidth, particularly when considering the fiber 
optics as an efficient and fastest medium for data 
transfer in addition to the communication backbone 
[19]. The main disadvantages of fiber optics are 

costly and easy to damage physically in addition to 
the difficulty of maintenance. On the other hand, 
the researchers push the laser technology in the 
seawater communication to avail unique 
characteristics like monochromatic behaviour, high 
intensity and low dispersion quality. The proposed 
in [20] explored the attenuation in marine life and 
found the least signal attenuation in normal cases, 
whereas, the resulting contrast in the oceans, 
particularly near the coast, where more chemical 
parameters occurred such as salinity, in addition to 
the tidal places that had the most attenuation in 
term of signal manner. Another holistic 
investigation from [21] employed unimaginable 
capabilities of the laser to achieve seawater cycle 
through a proposed optical beam station that can 
serve the communication in the marine 
environment. Whereas the less attenuation occurred 
in [22] when using the 450-550 nm range in blue 
and green lights referring to the photosynthesis 
process in warm seasons for the seawater.  
Despite the extremely advantages of the optical 
communication compared with acoustic and 
electromagnetic, but still many challenges that 
could be faced such as the undesirable effect due to 
absorption and scattering when photons interact 
with various water molecules and particles types 
that are obviously based on the water parameters 
such as salinity and significantly cause multi path 
fading. Another downside of optical seawater 
communication is beam divergence via 
misalignment and seawater turbulence due to 
surface movement. The next figure shows the under 
seawater optical communication 

 

Figure 3. Optical seawater communication 
 
 

3. IMPACT OF SEAWATER ON 
COMMUNICATION 

 

       Different water types can be classified into 
oceanic and coastal depending on the downwelling 
radiation of sunlight added to the water 
characteristics [23]. Pure or salt seawater, clear 
ocean, coastal ocean, and turbid are the most 
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famous water types. However, Salinity considers 
the most significant pillar that affects the water 
types and contributes to the formation of suspended 
particulate matter. Hence investigating the salinity 
would be an inevitable precedent when thinking 
about various water types electromagnetically. All 
the aforementioned will open a wide door to 
wireless water communication monitoring as a 
trend in upcoming decades. 
The essential component of any communication 
system is an antenna [24][25], and through the 
technological revolution in the cloud, IoT, and AI 
the smart seawater antenna (SSA) will play a key 
position via adjusted seawater properties to directly 
manipulate the incident signals by way of seawater 
properties. The ability to tune the amplitude and/or 
the phase of incident signals could be the intelligent 
aspect of the SSA under works simultaneously in 
two modes; reflection and transmission via 
programmable specification. Whereas for a 
comprehensive understanding, modelling that 
incorporate the seawater effective parameters with 
communication techniques which have discussed 
earlier would be high recommended to achieve the 
study objectives.   
In the context, the path loss is known as decreasing 
in the power of the signal spread and is defined as 
[26][27]: 

     𝑃𝐿 [𝑑𝐵] = 10𝐿𝑜𝑔           (7) 
 

Where 𝑝 and 𝑝 are power transmitted and received 
respectively. However, the received power from 
Friis low equation as a function of distance defined 
as [27]: 

        𝜌 (𝑑) =
( )

                    (8) 
 

Where 𝑑 distance between the two parities is, 𝜆 is 
the wavelength, 𝐺  and 𝐺  are the antennas gain.  
 

The path loss for the seawater composed of many 
different parts: external path loss when the 
communication including outside seawater station 
𝑃𝐿𝑜, penetration path loss which describes the 
seawater has been penetrated 𝑃𝐿𝑝 and indoor loss 
that based on the depth inside the seawater 𝑃𝐿𝑖, 
which could be modeled as: 
 

𝑃𝐿 (𝑑𝐵) = 𝑃𝐿 𝑜 + 𝑃𝐿 𝑝 + 𝑃𝐿 𝑖   (9) 
While for a convenience will calculate the loss as 
 

               𝑇𝐿 =                        (10) 

Where 𝑇𝐿 is the transmission loss, 𝐿𝑤 represents 
the loss due to water type, and 𝑇𝑑 is the 
transmission distance.  
 

     From the aforementioned and to high appreciate 
the seawater medium, the received power can 
calculate as: 

𝜌 (𝑑) = (ԑ𝑄 + 1) 
( )

+  𝑇𝐿            (11) 
 

And for serviceability 𝐺  = 𝐺  = 1 
 

𝜌 (𝑑) = (ԑ𝑄 + 1) 𝜌  +  𝑇𝐿        (12) 
 

Where ԑ = 𝜀 − 𝑗0.060𝑒 . .  , and 𝑄 
represents an element was supposed to be set on the 
seawater to assist the communication.  
 
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

From the equations obtained under the effective 
parameters such as permittivity and salinity, the 
Matlab simulation demonstrates the signal attitude 
to provide a holistic knowledge for the seawater 
communication.  

The signal behaviour would determine the 
system performance in the seawater through study 
the magnitude and phase under the various 
conditions. From the Magnitude perspective at the 
figure 4, the higher frequency via a distance leads 
to higher signal fluctuation with respect to the 
power dB. In another words, the more power dB the 
more degradation occurs, while the less power will 
offer a relatively steady. Whereas the figure 5 
shows the signal phase response which is clearly 
affected by polarization as well as the frequency 
transmission, but generally the degradation begun 
after 10Khz and show more slope gradient after 
100Khz. While the combination for a 
comprehensive view in figure 6 gives obvious 
vision to predict the signal performance manner  

 

 
Figure 4. Signal Magnitude Response 
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Figure 5. Signal Phase Response 

 

 
Figure 6. Signal Magnitude And Phase Response 
 

Despite the fact that data could transmit underwater 
seamlessly somehow through the aforementioned 
techniques, but inevitably under the different 
circumstances that should be aware when thinking 
about the seawater communication. Figure 7 
explains the delay rate and how the data interact 
with the frequency in particular conditions and give 
a spotlight when going forward through high 
frequencies.     

 

 
Figure 7. Signal Delay Rate Interaction In Frequency 

 
5.  CONCLUSION  

        Last decades, seawater communication 
witnessed immense growth and could promise to 
play a crucial role in the upcoming revolution 
technology era. Seawater communication considers 

an indispensable life demand that would offer 
various modern aspects.  The paper discussed the 
challenges of different seawater communication 
techniques considering a wide effective parameters 
range to come up with the technical requirements. 
The result focuses on signal behaviour in terms of 
magnitude, phase, and delay rate with respect to the 
water type composition such as permittivity and 
salinity, and giving away to show the higher 
frequency leads to more signal fluctuation in sea 
communication The study also offers a new model 
that appreciates the seawater medium and the 
unparalleled role that could play in the nearest 
technology era. Future work will be on the 
Seawater Intelligent Reflecting Surface (SIRS) 
based on water formation that could able to 
enhance the performance of sea communication 
data transmission system. 
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